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DISAPPOINTED CROWD

Fans lose chance at free concert
BY FRANCISCO FRANCO
A&E Editor

FRANCISCO FRANCO | SPARTAN DAILY
Fans stand in disbelief upon finding out that free tickets for the Chance the Rapper show ran out.

UPDATE
SJSU student
still missing

PHOTO COURTESY OF JEREMY BAGNOL
Kevin Redrico, who went missing on April 5,
has yet to be found.

BY JENNIFER BALLARDO
Staff Writer
A San Jose State student who was reported
as missing on April 5 has yet to be found.
Kevin Redrico, a 23-year-old music
education junior, is expected to be in the
Vallejo or Benicia area, according to his
brother Jonathan Redrico.
Family and friends of Redrico are changing
their search efforts at this point in the process.
“We have moved from an informal
search [to] a search by a more professional
organization,” said Jeremy Bagnol, Redrico’s
former roommate.
Bagnol explained that he is unable to
disclose the organization that is conducting
the search.
On April 13, Jonathan Redrico posted an
update to a Facebook page that he set up

Sporadic “F**k Temple” chants could
be heard down South First Street on
Tuesday afternoon as numerous Chance
the Rapper fans left the nightclub
empty-handed.
At roughly 10 a.m. the Grammywinning artist announced through a
Facebook post that he would be holding
a free show at City National Civic as part
of the Facebook F8 developers conference
currently being held downtown. The
tickets were first come, first serve and
would be available at 2 p.m. at Temple Bar
and Lounge.
“I feel robbed,” said San Jose resident
Armando Avalos. “[They] let the line
build up three, four blocks, wrapping
around downtown San Jose, crowd
control and everything and they only had
250 tickets.”
Around 30 minutes after tickets
started to be given out, it was announced

that they had run out of them. As an
effort to calm the restless crowd, Temple
employees announced that they were
only given 250 tickets.
“I think that if you’re only going to
give out 250 tickets you should say that
because that’s a pretty small number,” said
Tyler Ashton Yue, a software engineering
junior at San Jose State University.
According to its website, the City
National Civic venue holds a total of
2,850 people.
Later this month, Chance the Rapper
will be performing a sold out show at
Oracle Arena in Oakland, which holds
a total of 19,596 people according to
its website.
“You know there’s going to be
thousands of college students coming,”
Ashton Yue said. “Even if it wasn’t
Chance the Rapper, if it was any big artist
they’re going to come out.”
The line wrapped from Temple Bar
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ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

Commission faces post-election criticism
BY JESSICA STOPPER
Staff Writer
After the results of the Associated
Students elections, the Student Elections
Commision (SEC) held its first meeting
yesterday at the A.S. house. The SEC,
which gets new members every year, plans
and executes the A.S. elections at San Jose
State University.
“This was a much bigger turnout than
other meetings,” said Maya Briones, chief

election officer of the SEC. “Partially
because all candidates were notified
about the agenda item of a possibility of a
special election.”
The meeting addressed items regarding a
possible special election and sanctions —
forms of punishment — for candidates that
failed to turn in proper forms and clean up
their campaign items.
According to Briones, this meeting was
different because it was more than planning
the election.

Throughout the term of this commission,
most of the items on the agenda were
directed toward planning the elections
rather than cleaning up the mess.
Students asked for a special election,
which is a re-election of all A.S. positions,
because some students were not eligible
to vote.
During the meeting, there was a
clarification from a board member that the
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THIS DAY IN SJSU HISTORY
April 19, 2004
Fame and ‘Fortune’ - Popular game
show “Wheel of Fortune” taped college
week episodes in San Francisco,
with three contestants being from
San Jose State.

Argentina trip forges understanding
- Latino and Jewish students return
from a 10-day trip to Argentina and
learn they have much more in common
culturally than they thought.
Spartan baseball swept by Rice in
three-game series - The San Jose State
University baseball team traveled
to Houston for a three-game series
against defending national champions
Rice University, losing 6-2, 1-0 and 5-3.
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SACRED

Professor reconnects to indigenous healing ways
BY JALENY REYES
Staff Writer
Professor Jennie Luna returned to San Jose State
University to share her ongoing cultural work as part of
the ¡Adelante! Spring Speaker Series.
The event was titled “Sacred Body, Sacred Land:
(Re)Connecting to Our Healing Ways” and was held
Tuesday evening in the Engineering Building.
Luna is a professor at California State University
Channel Islands who was born and raised in San Jose.
She is also a former professor of the Mexican-American
studies department at SJSU.
“I’m sort of a generalist in Chicano studies,” Luna
said. “I teach everything. I’m also a doula, so I’ve been
helping women in labor and I know it’s over 30 babies
that I’ve helped.”
Luna said that during the time as a PhD student she
became a doula because it was a challenging time of her
life, but eventually she was able to combine the work
into her academics.
In addition, her ongoing work examines ways in
which cultural consciousness can be used as a tool for
decolonizing and healing.
Decolonizing was explained as a way to be tiedw
back to your Indigenous roots by switching up your diet
and eating meals that include the seven warriors, which
are essentials foods many North and South American
countries ate before the arrival of Europeans.
As for healing, Luna tied that section into taking
care of your body both physically and emotionally with
mindful practices.
“We thought this was a particularly important time
with all that’s been happening in our society [and]
in our communities right now under this current
administration,” said Mexican-American studies
professor Marcos Pizarro. “A lot folks have felt just
fearful. Anxiety has been kind of a dominant emotional
reaction to this.”
As part of her lecture, Luna focused on different tools
which can help individuals practice those Indigenous

SEARCH
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to put out updated information about their search effort.
“We have to suspend our informal search efforts for now
as we are pursuing a more private investigation,” Jonathan
Redrico said. “It is requested that we put a pause on our
operations so that the professionals may carry on their
investigation without interference.”
There have been no recent updates on Kevin Redrico’s
whereabouts.
“As of now, we do not have any official updates to report,”
Bagnol said.
The last sighting of Kevin Redrico was reported on April 9
at Springs Road in Vallejo.
It was reported that a person matching the visual description
of Kevin Redrico was seen and an interaction with Redrico
was also reported around this area.
A GoFundMe page was set up on April 8 to help pay
for search expenses. As of Tuesday, 242 individuals have
raised $13,601.
According to the GoFundMe page, all of the search
efforts thus far have been funded by family and friends of
Kevin Redrico.
Donations will be used toward printing fliers, buying
equipment for search volunteers and hiring private investigators
as well as professional search and rescue personnel.
In an interview with NBC Bay Area, Jonathan Redrico
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Professor Jennie Luna shares the importance of different herbs and home remedies used for personal care.

notions. The tools included mindful eating, drinking
more water, taking a break from technology, breathing,
listening to your dreams and honoring your sacred time.
Audience members varied from the SJSU community
as well those from other campuses.
“I wanted to learn more about healing practices and
Dr. Jenni Luna was also one of my mentors during my
undergrad,” said Mexican-American studies graduate
Esmeralda Carretero. “I learned the importance of
going back to recalling our ancestral knowledge and the
importance of eating healthy and mindfully.”
At the end of the evening, Luna talked about
cleansing traditions that have been part of Indigenous
communities for years. She focused on ways to get rid
of bad energies by using different herbs and plants, such
as sage and ruda.

reported that Kevin Redrico is in a potentially unstable state.
“From numerous accounts, his state has been …
significantly disoriented,” Jonathan Redrico said.
Vallejo Times-Herald reported that Kevin Redrico’s family
believes this disoriented state is due to lack of medication. The
family did not go into detail about Redrico’s medical history.
Jonathan Redrico has disclosed that his brother is at high
risk for suicidal tendencies.
He shared that the last call from Kevin Redrico’s phone was
made to a suicide prevention hotline. The call was made on
April 5 around 11 a.m. His phone was reportedly turned off
around 3 p.m. the same day.
Jonathan Redrico has specific instructions for anyone who
sees Kevin.
“Please do not approach, talk or call out his name if you see
him,” Jonathan said. “Please maintain visual sight at all times
and keep focused.”
He also asks that after calling 911 to report a sighting,
people text or call his own number at (707) 344-7690 to help
search efforts.
Kevin is described as 5 feet 6 inches, 125 pounds with black
hair and brown eyes and a full mustache and goatee. He was
last seen wearing a black or grey hoodie or black jacket, dark
pants and black shoes.
For the latest updates and information on the search for
Kevin Redrico, visit “Save Kevin Redrico” page on Facebook.
Follow Jennifer on Twitter
@jayembeee1
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Fans waiting for free Chance the Rapper tickets show their frustrations after hearing the supply has run out.
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and Lounge around East Santa Clara Street to
South Second Street. Over time the line not only
grew longer, but wider as numerous people allowed
others to cut in line.
Police officers wrapped caution tape as an attempt
to stop people from skipping to the front of the line
but by then the size of the crowd had doubled.
Many ignored police precautions and simply went
under the yellow tape.
Alexandria Armenta, a sociology student at
University of California, Santa Cruz, immediately
rushed over from Santa Cruz with her friends upon

hearing about the free show.
Despite the 45-minute drive, Armenta remained
positive about the situation.
“Having people like Chance the Rapper in my life
really surrounds all the other aspects in my life with
positivity,” Armenta said. “I really just try to keep it
like that because having a negative mindset doesn’t
really allow you to go anywhere. It just allows you
to go even further down.”
As those remaining continued to express their
frustration, Armenta and her crew headed over to
Bonchon Chicken to enjoy some boba.
Follow Francisco on Twitter
@francology_

Luna also pointed out the importance everything
nature has to offer and gave advice on learning to
balance different responsibilities all at once.
Diana Castro, who is an education counseling
graduate student, said she was drawn in because
she not only wanted to learn more about self-care,
but was also able to connect with other aspects
Luna introduced.
“We should be more in touch with our human and
nature intelligence,” Castro said. “Being one with
our Mother Earth and being able to appreciate what
our Mother Earth provides like water, food, nutrients,
sunlight everything that we need.”
Follow Jaleny on Twitter
@jalenyreyes
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SEC was given a list of SJSU students who were ineligible to
vote. However, the list given by SJSU officials was incomplete.
At the time of open discussion, students
addressed that the special vote was not necessary
because the voting percentage was the highest in
SJSU history.
“I look it as though, in regards to the agendas after the
elections particularly, it’s a waste,” said corporate finance junior
Thi Tran. “It’s a case of a person not winning the elections and
they can’t accept defeat.”
The item was declined with a unanimous 5-0 vote for the
special election.
Sameer Saran, 2017 candidate for A.S. president,
failed to turn in accountability forms when campaigning
inside classrooms.
The form that Saran failed to complete was put into place by
Student Rights and Responsibilities, which he is the director
of currently.
Saran also failed to respond to the SEC and accept his
sanction, so the SEC decided on a new sanction during
this meeting.
The former candidate was present at the meeting and tried
to defend himself, but fell short as the SEC passed a vote to
remove Saran from candidacy with a 5-0 vote.
Although the campaign is over, if the special election passed,
Saran would not have been a candidate.
“I am satisfied by the outcomes and the
points brought up,” said technical writing senior,
Jerry Li said.
Candidates were supposed to collect all of their campaign
materials around the campus two hours after the result party
last week.
Some candidates failed to do so and the
commission voted on a sanction for failing to fulfill
their responsibilities.
The SEC was stumped on what the sanction should be, but
came to a mutual agreement.
The sanction passed requires those candidates to complete
two hours of community service on campus and write a letter
apologizing to the SEC.
Although the team wanted to make a harsher punishment,
it put in the consideration of finals coming up for the students.
“I think us as a commision did really well and we’re
really good at thinking of all different sides, aspects and
perspectives,” Briones said. “I think we analyzed and came
to the best decision that we could. I’m really proud of my
commission for being so confident and being able to hear other
people’s opinions.”
The next meeting is scheduled for next Tuesday at 1:45 p.m.
in the A.S. house.

Follow Jessica on Twitter
@jessicastopper__
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New A.S. Elected Oﬃcials

SAHE unites undocumented
students in a campus rally
BY MARGARET GUTIERREZ
Staff Writer
The Student Advocates for Higher
Education (SAHE) organization
staged a rally on campus on Tuesday
to show support and solidarity for the
undocumented student community. It
was joined by MEChA de SJSU and
other SJSU organizations along with
some local non-profits.
Approximately forty students
attended the rally to support the
cause. Some of the organizers gave
speeches to articulate their mission
and the importance of supporting the
undocumented student community.
“Our event is called ‘Undocumented,
United and Unafraid’ and so what we
did here today is bring organizations
together to show solidarity to the
community,” said global studies
sophomore
Jennifer
Guzman.
“We are specifically targeting the
undocumented
community
and
most importantly the undocumented
students here on campus. There is
approximately 600 undocumented
students on campus, so we are just
trying to bring awareness.”
Several tent booths were set up
around the designated area on Tower
Lawn. At each tent, the groups handed
out leaflets and provided students
with information about their causes.
The event attendees were provided
with food and treats as well as a live
musical performance from one of the
members of SAHE that highlighted
the importance of acceptance and
unity for undocumented students and
their supporters.
“If students are unaware of Student
Advocates for Higher Education —
which I have found to be the case for a
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Psychology senior Raul “Aztech” Magallon Hernandez performs for the crowd.

lot of students that are undocumented
— they will miss out on the sense of
community and support that SAHE
offers,” aerospace engineering junior
Jose Jaime Esquivel Patricio said.
“My message to undocumented
students would be that if they want to
find a family or somewhere they can
vent or feel included, then SAHE is
the perfect place.”
The Student Advocates for
Higher Education organization was
founded in 2004 and the founding
members consisted of documented
and undocumented students. Their
objective was to create a support
system for undocumented students
and help to drive change by advocating
for undocumented students and
drive change.
SAHE works to educate the
community on the issues that

undocumented students face and
promote an increase in the number of
undocumented students that pursue
higher education.
“The purpose of the event is to
dispel myths about undocumented
students and to bring awareness
to the campus of undocumented
students on campus,” said Jose
Salazar Mendoza, sociology senior
and co-chair of Student Advocates
for Higher Education. “Apart from
bringing awareness and telling people
that undocumented students do come
to this school, it’s also about showing
that they have allies and there are
resources here and people to stand up
for them.”

Follow Margaret on Twitter
@maggieslara

PEER HEALTH

Fair highlights campus resources

KELLY BURNS | SPARTAN DAILY
Dietetics junior Lauren Beltran shows students the resources that Peer Health
Educators have available for free at the Peer Education Fair on Tower Lawn.

BY KELLY BURNS
Staff Writer
The annual Peer Educator Fair
was held on San Jose State’s Tower
Lawn Tuesday afternoon to bring
together different academic and
personal
success
departments
on campus.
CoSAC (College of Science
Advising Center) Tutoring, the
Gender Equity Center, PRIDE Center,
MOSAIC Cross Cultural Center, Jack
Holland Student Success Center,
Writing Center, Peer Connections
and Peer Health Educators each had
a booth at the fair educating students
about what services they offer,
different events that they hold, games
and food to get students interested.
“Our goal is to bring together as
many peer educator departments as
possible because we all essentially do
the same work of promoting academic
and personal success,” English senior
Fatema Elbakoury said.
The MOSAIC Cross Cultural
Center is a resource center on campus
that advocates for social justice
awareness and diversity education.
The center is run by students who put
on events relating to social justice and
diversity issues.
Events topics include mental illness,

Black Lives Matter, homophobia,
feminism and masculinity.
At the fair, students who volunteer
at the MOSAIC Cross Cultural
Center shared that its goal is to attain
social justice among SJSU students
by encouraging an understanding
of others.
If students are in need of
tutoring and advising there are free
resources on campus where they can
receive this.
The CoSAC Tutoring Center
provides free science tutoring for
students and the Jack Holland Student
Success Center provides advising for
undergraduate business students.
Peers are available in the Writing
Center to help students improve
their academic and professional
writing and Peer Connections offers
free mentoring and tutoring for all
undergraduate students.
Not only does the health center
provide services for students
when they are injured or ill, but
it also offers wellness and health
promotion amenities.
The Peer Health Educators made
posters for the fair to share all the
services they offer with students.
Students can attend monthly cooking
classes, peer health education
workshops and biofeedback sessions

to learn how to reduce stress.
They can book a massage chair for
15 minutes and receive up to four free
items daily through Condom Co-Op.
Those that are especially interested
in health and wellness can become a
peer health educator volunteer.
“We focus on implementing
education
with
workshops,
presentations and events,” said
dietetics junior Lauren Beltran. “We
are really creative in how we get
education across.”
There are six different categories
of peer health educators that
students can choose to specialize in:
sexual wellness, rest and relaxation,
alcohol, marijuana and other
drugs, body image, nutrition and
violence prevention.
“The cool thing about peer health
education is it’s professionally-guided
but student-created,” said dietetics
senior Matt Sciamanna. “Whatever
you want to contribute to the program,
you can do, as long as it’s feasible
and research guided there is no glass
ceiling to what you can do.”
Resources offered on campus are
not just academic-based. The Gender
Equity Center and the PRIDE Center
offer social resources for students to
build a community for themselves at
SJSU. Both centers share a gender
and sexuality library of books and
films that students are able to use for
personal or academic reasons.
“Both of our centers are really big
on helping people find their space on
campus and having more in-depth
conversations on these topics,” said
Sam Brechlin, education programmer
at the Gender Equity Center.
While there are a variety of free
services offered for students, many
are unaware of what is available
to them.
“Our goal for the fair is to raise
awareness about all these different
resources and to allow students
who are passing by to be aware of
what they have available for them,”
Elbakoury said.

Follow Kelly on Twitter
@kellynburns

BY ELIZABETH RODRIGUEZ
Staff Writer

President: Ariadna Manzo
Thursday,
Ariadna
Manzo was elected
President and CEO of
Associated
Students
with 1,169 votes. Manzo
is
originally
from
Southern California.
“I cannot explain the
gratitude that I feel for
everybody’s support,”
Manzo said.
Manzo is currently a political science junior. Her
interest in student government began when she joined
organizations at SJSU such as Movimiento Estudiantil
Chicanx de Aztlan (MEChA), Student Advocates for
Higher Education.
“Those organizations fostered my passion for social
justice and activism,” Manzo said.
Manzo believes that the positions created within
student government were created for the purpose to
serve others in the community, and that these positions
should encourage a type of leadership that is relational
instead of positional.
“I had a bad experience when I came to SJSU as a
freshman,” Manzo said. “I don’t want others to go
through the same thing.”
Currently, Manzo serves as the Director of
Intercultural Affairs. During her term, she has advocated
for undocumented students. Manzo has also helped
organize efforts to inform students about the five percent
CSU tuition increase.
As president, Manzo wishes to improve the campus
climate by advocating the need for diversity training
regarding race and culture for those who interact
with students.
“To me this positions provides access to various
campus stakeholders in order to collaborate and continue
advocacy work,” Manzo said.

Vice President: Cristina Cortes
Currently a business
management
senior,
Cristina Cortes is the
newly elected A.S.
Vice President who
won with 1,826 votes.
Presently,
Cortes
serves as Director of
Business Affairs.
Although born in
Guatemala, she has
been living in San Jose for 20 years. She said that
she loves the both the city of San Jose and the SJSU
campus community.
Before her involvement in A.S., she was the treasurer
of Academic Leaders and Mentors Aiming for Success
(ALMAS). She was also a member for the SJSU
cheerleader team. During her time on the cheer team,
Cortes won a full scholarship and went to Washington
D.C. for a women’s conference.
She credited A.S. with teaching her time management
skills, which she plans to use as Vice President. During
her term as vice president, Cortes hopes to bring all
members of the board together.
“I am looking forward to bringing the board together
through meaningful dialogue and relationship building,”
Cortes said.
One of her main focuses is to create an environment
where all members feel included and heard. She also
acknowledged that she wishes to construct a place where
members are able to push themselves and reach their
highest potential.
“I hope to foster an environment where each board
member is pushed to reach their full potential and is
given the tools necessary to achieve this high level of
success,” Cortes said.

Controller: Joshua Villanueva
Joshua
Villanueva
is currently a junior at
SJSU studying business
finance. He was born
and raised in the city of
San Pedro in Southern
California. Villanueva
said that he faced many
struggles while growing
up there.
“I knew that I could
no longer live in that environment if I wanted to better
myself and one day give back to my community,”
Villanueva said.
While at SJSU, Villanueva has taken on several
leadership roles. As a freshman he served as president
for his fraternity Alpha Epsilon Pi.
Currently, Villanueva is a part of the finance committee
for Associated Students. On Thursday Villanueva won
the role of Controller with 2,901 votes.
“I would also like to assist smaller organizations
with budgeting, and offer support in financing their
philanthropies,” Villanueva said.
Among trying to making it easier for organizations to
receive funding, Villanueva also hopes to advocate to
bring in fresh produce to the SJSU campus.
“Our students can benefit from free and healthy food
choices, while creating a community on campus that
supports and helps one another,” Villanueva said.

The term for the newly elected board of directors for
the 2017-2018 academic year is set to begin on June 1.
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Art lecture focuses on nature

Wardrobe

WEDNESDAY

BY DAVID TAUB
Staff Writer
Timothy Berry’s career as an
artist, his works and what has
inspired him over the last 40 plus
years were discussed in the latest
installment of their Tuesday Night
Lecture Series last night.
The department of Art and Art
History hosted the painter and
printmaker for his lecture titled
“Another Nature.” Berry has been
a practicing artist since 1974 and
has used a number of different
mediums in his work including
etching, painting and printmaking.
His most recent pieces focus on
the tumultuous relationship that exist
between nature and humankind.
“We’re all connected to nature,”
Berry said. “So the image I had is
like the original Warner Brothers
cartoons where Elmer Fudd would
start cutting a hole in the floor
around where he was standing and
that is the image I have of what we
are doing.”
In high school, Berry attended
an experimental school that was
designed for Kent State students to
train to be teachers on the campus
of Kent State University.
He was on the campus on May
4, 1970, the day the Ohio National
Guard opened fire on college
students that were protesting the
Vietnam War, killing four students
in the process.
After the Kent State massacre,
Berry entered into the world of art
to get away from what he viewed as
a violent world.
“I thought if they are killing
people at Kent, I have a target on
my back,” Berry said. “So that’s
when I decided that I had to have
another avenue and I thought I’d go
back to the art.”
Berry said nature has always
played a role in his creative
process and he has always felt
connected to it.

Israel Garcia

Business administration and marketing senior

Scarf: $17
Macy’s

Leather Jacket: $60
Zara

Jeans: $35
Imported from
Mexico
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(Left) Jo Farb Hernandez and (right) Timothy Berry set up before Tuesday
night’s lecture in the Natalie & James Thompson Art Gallery.

Shoes: $40
Perry Ellis

He believes that climate change
is a huge threat to our environment
but he does not think that the Trump
administration will have the time to
do any real lasting damage.
“I don’t think these people will
be around long enough to do
that much,” Berry said. “Nature
has this incredible capacity to
reclaim itself.”
Brian La France, studio practices
senior, came to see the event as part
of one of his classes.
“It was interesting to see his
process and how he got to where he
is,” La France said.
Both Berry and La France spoke
of art as being a powerful tool for
social commentary and how it can
make people realize something that
that they otherwise wouldn’t have.
“I think art is a powerful tool,”
La France said. “It’s a good way
to bring topics to the forefront
of the viewer’s mind and create
a way to remind the viewer of
what’s going on and to create an
emotional connection.”

The environment has been a
hot button issue since the election
of President Trump. Jo Farb
Hernandez, professor & director
of the Natalie & James Thompson
Art Gallery at SJSU, believes that
it is vital for students and young
people to care about the health of
the environment.
“We are more than ourselves,”
said Farb Hernandez. “We need to
take care of each other and we need
to take care of the place that we are
living or else we are not going to
have one of those places anymore.”
The
Natalie
and
James
Thompson endowment supports
the art department’s Tuesday
Night Lecture Series. Students can
see the next lecture in the series
on April 25 in room 133 in the
art building. The Lecture will be
focusing on Seymour Rosen and
his works and will be presented by
Farb Hernandez.
Follow David on Twitter
@davidtaub3

“Dress like a boss.”

Natalie Henderson

English senior

Jean jacket: $8
Thift Store

Black shirt: $15
Target

Peru adita bracelet: free
Gift

Black jeans: $45
Target

Bootie shoes: $14
Groupon

“If I dress up I feel good, even if I’m having a horrible day.”
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SERIES ANALYSIS

‘Scandal’ shows alternate
universe for 100th episode
BY SATVIR SAINI
Staff Writer
“Scandal,” the scurrilous and oh-soaddicting TV show, has been running on
ABC since 2012. The show is now six
seasons deep and just hit 100 episodes
last Thursday. This time around creator
and executive producer Shonda Rhimes
did things a little differently.
The action-packed head-twister of an
episode did not follow what has been
happening during the current season, but
went back to the start of it all with one
simple, yet dramatic, change.
Olivia Pope, played by Kerry
Washington, is Washington D.C.’s fixer.
She deals with the hidden skeletons of
some of the most prominent politicians
and stars — just one of the many hats
she wears.
In the first season, Fitzgerald Grant
III, played by Tony Goldwyn, becomes
president of The United States. The main
reason he wins the election was because
the election was fixed. Pope had the final
say of going through with it.
The 100th episode starts with Pope,
Fitz and Jake Ballard, played by Scott
Foley, arguing about the issue of the
new election.
We then see a flashback of Pope on the
night that they decided to rig the election,
but with an added twist. Instead of saying
yes to rigging the election, Pope says no.
This changed the lives of everyone.
Grant did not become president and
Pope did not have her up-scale fancy
office where she fixed the problems of the
rich. Instead, she ran a small business that
handled local town bills.
In this alternate universe Grant divorces
his wife and asks Pope to marry him.
This episode is everything fans who are
Team Fitz would hope for, but it’s not. Pope
does not have Pope and Associates and
Grant tries to get attention where he can.
Kerry Washington’s acting added to the
scenes in this episode because she was still
hard-working and driven as we know her.

Grant’s ex-wife Mellie, played by
Bellamy Young, ends up married to
Beene, who served as Grant’s right
side man and is also gay. This is a very
big twist because in the present-day
“Scandal,” Beene came out as a married
gay Republican.
The episode shows the struggles and
infidelities in the relationship between
Pope and Fitz. That is when I realized
they aren’t meant for each other — at least
not back then.
Pope did the right thing by rigging the
election because Fitz overcame his anger
toward Pope. I just hope they can still make
jam together in Virginia.
The last scene shows Pope in the White
House in the present. She realizes that
she would not trade her life now for that
alternate universe.
This season has been very relatable to
what is going on politically in the current
world. The election between Hillary
Clinton and Donald Trump ran at the
same time as the election in “Scandal.”
There were many relatable aspects.
The candidates for president in the
election episodes included Hollis Doyle,
who relates to Trump. Doyle ran as a
Republican candidate and his speeches,
like Trump, dealt with anti-immigrant and
anti-refugee positions.
I am glad that the show did not end up
with the alternate story line because I
love Fitz and Pope. Seeing Fitz without
the presidency and Pope without her
“Gladiators” or “Pope and Associates”
really made me sad. I like that they showed
this alternate universe, but thankfully it
was not reality.
Rhimes has a record of having her shows
continue with many seasons. “Grey’s
Anatomy,” also created and produced by
Rhimes, is in its 13th season. “Scandal”
has been renewed for a season seven.

Follow Satvir on Twitter
@satvirsaini_
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Indulge in traditional home-style Mexican food
BY MARGARET GUTIERREZ
Staff Writer
Casa Vicky’s used to be a home before Marie
Perez’s family bought it in 1986. Today, the houseturned-restaurant is dishing out some of the most
scrumptious traditional Mexican dishes in town
such as burritos, tacos, enchiladas, tostadas and
much more.
The restaurant offers a variety of platters to choose
from including its two enchiladas platter which
costs $11.50 or one chicken enchilada for the price
of $9.95. There is also the flauta platter which has
two crispy corn tortillas filled with shredded beef or
chicken and is served with salad, cheese, guacamole
and sour cream for $9.95.
Also, on Saturdays and Sundays patrons have the
choice of menudo or pozole for just $12.95 which
are great choices when you have had a little too
much to drink and are nursing a hangover from the
night before.
My favorite go-to is the breakfast burrito which
contains a large homemade flour tortilla, scrambled
eggs with ham and melted cheese on top of the eggs.
A choice of adding beans inside the burrito provides
a hearty meal to satisfy your hunger.
The house was previously used for a music studio
before the Perez family remodeled it and transformed
it into the current restaurant in 1989. The Perez
family also owned a house right next to the building
which was rented out for parties or catering business
event, but has since sold that property.
Located on the intersection of North 17th and
Julian Street, Casa Vicky’s is an authentic Mexican
restaurant known for its traditional and fluffy
homemade tortillas.
Once inside the restaurant, you are immediately
struck with the feeling of walking into a traditional
Mexican home. The walls are pastel in color and the
restaurant showcases antique furniture which adds to
the comfortable, homey feel.
There are two floors used for the dining area
and the lower floor has tables surrounded by many
windows which allow a lot of natural light to enter
the room.
The windows also offer patrons an opportunity
to observe the goings-on outside and bring in the
feeling of being part of the residential community.
The lower floor also hosts a work station with
a large tortilla machine, which is used every
morning to make Casa Vicky’s soft and warm corn

and flour tortillas.
When the employees are making the tortillas it fills
the entire restaurant with the fresh smell of tortillas
which adds to the aesthetic.
On the second floor, there are several tables
surrounding the windows with large plasma
TV’s for customers to watch sports. However, the
second floor does remind you of an old Victorian
house because of the shape of the door arches, as
well as an old fireplace that is now sealed. The
Perez family has adorned the fireplace mantel
with several family knickknacks which add to the
feeling of being at home.
As you enter the restaurant, your order is taken at
the register where the payment is made. You are then
given a number so you can choose a table where you
can sit to enjoy your meal. This gives the customer the
opportunity to pick their own seating arrangement in
either the upper or lower room.
Casa Vicky’s is also known for their café de la olla
that is made with ground coffee, cinnamon and other
special traditional Mexican ingredients.
In addition to the standard choice of beverages,
Casa Vicky’s also offers two aguas frescas choices
such as horchata or Jamaica, which is a hibiscus
flower cooler. Both range from $3.00 to $4.00
depending on the size.
The restaurant also has a wide variety of pan
dulce which are sweet Mexican pastries and
conchitas (shells).
It might be overwhelming having a huge selection
on the menu, but it gives the customers options and
not limitations. Although the vegetarian enchiladas
are very tasty, the vegetables can use more variety
and can be more soft as a personal preference.
They also offer bottomless mimosas served on
Sundays between 10am and 2pm with a purchase
of food. Margaritas and sangrias are also served in
addition to fountain drinks.
Casa Vicky’s not only has an uncommon setting
but it also provides a feeling of home and community
to accompany the wonderful food which the whole
family can enjoy.
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MARGARET GUTIERREZ | SPARTAN DAILY
(Top) Enchiladas served with a side of beans and rice is one of
Casa Vicky’s specialties. (Middle) A variety of different types
Follow Margaret on Twitter
@maggieslara

of meats are served at Casa Vicky’s. (Bottom) Conchas and
polvorones serve as the perfect dessert.
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SPOILERS

‘13 Reasons Why’ teaches about suicide prevention
Kylee Baird
Staff Writer

H

ello, boys and girls. Kylee Baird
here. Live and in stereo.
Everybody has heard of it by now
and everybody is talking about it.
The new original Netflix series “13
Reasons Why” is about a girl named
Hannah Baker who commits suicide
because of relentless bullying. She
ultimately leaves behind 13 cassette tapes
pointing toward 13 people as the reasons
why she ended her life.
This series brings awareness to the
signs of someone in need of help or even
contemplating suicide. Many hints are
given in the episodes of her trying to reach
out, but no one realized her cry for help.
“13 Reasons Why” is based off a book of
the same name by Jay Asher. I personally
think the series is better than the book due

to it enabling me to see the how her death
affects friends, family and even myself.
According to a study performed from
1999 to 2014 by the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention, the rate of suicide
in the United States has increased by 24
percent, rising from 10.5 to 13 deaths per
100,000 people.
It also makes you aware of the bullying
culture that still goes on in schools. Though
some of it is exaggerated, it still happens
and is in the news all the time.
There are also several scenes of sexual
assault that are very difficult to watch.
However, I am happy they added these
scenes because these things really do
happen. There is no doubt that rape culture
is often taken lightly in our society.
They do not glorify it, but show it how
it really is.
According to Rape, Abuse and Incest
National Network, 93 percent of the cases
are committed by an acquaintance or
family member while only 7 percent are
committed by a stranger. Rapists are often
already a part of someone’s life before the

attack occurs.
The show also highlights male privilege
throughout the series. Several characters
are unable to let go of their masculine
ideals to just be a decent person and own
up to their actions.
Plenty of gossip goes on around schools
and some words are more damaging than
others. This series shows how words really
can affect someone.
The saying, “sticks and stones may break
my bones but words will never hurt me”
comes to life in this show. It shows that
not everyone has thick skin and some are
unable to handle harsh words.
Reputation is everything in this day and
age, and not only for high school students.
Everyone can relate to words that damage
one’s being.
It also shows how every little thing said
and done can add up and lead to something
bigger. Everything that Hannah endured
while in high school was too much for her
to handle and ended her life.
This series reminds us that it is important
for us to stick up for one another when

something going on is not right.
It is a way to show that person that you
care about them.
Random acts of kindness go a long way.
Simply giving someone a compliment
can completely turn their day around for
the better.
In the show there is a scene where the
students write compliments and stick it in
the people’s bags they chose to give one
to that day. At the end of the class period,
everybody checks their bag and receives
their compliment. This is a simple way to
give someone a confidence boost.
This series reminds us that the way
people are treated today needs to
change. People are constantly talking
crap about each other or trying to ruin
someone’s reputation. Instead, smile
and deliver a compliment.
Believe me, it will be a better place if
you do.

Follow Kylee on Twitter
@kyleemakae
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SUDOKU PUZZLE
Complete the grid so that every row, column and
3x3 box contains every digit from 1 to 9 inclusively.

JOKIN’
AROUND
What do you call a
group of unorganized
cats?
A CAT-ASTROPHE
Why didn’t the toilet
paper cross the road?
It got stuck in a crack!

SOLUTIONS
ACROSS
. 1 Implied
6 Old Iranian leader
10 Carbonated drink
.14 Give a windy speech
.15 Delicate and breezy
16 Bard of ___ (Shakespeare)
.17 Never let your mind
wander for fear that
it ...
20 Unhealthy looking
.21 Ethically lacking
22 Avian retreats
25 Manner of writing
26 Fuzzy brown fruit
30 Get ready for OR
work
32 The scholarly world
35 Camel-like creature
.41 Marrying a
spell-caster for her
money will only get
you a ...
43 Confounds
44 Most intoxicating
45 Cherry throwaway
47 Airport section
48 Kind of uncle or treat
53 Word with “ﬁre” or
“transmit”
56 Native of Nazareth
58 Channeler’s state
63 If you plan on living
forever and are reading this ...
66 Exam
67 Grab bag

68 Twisted dry, as laundry
69 Phrase of estimation
70 Child’s enthusiastic
but selﬁsh shout
.71 Child minder
DOWN
. 1 Hauls a car
. 2 Sometimes spectacular opera feature
. 3 Umpire’s “Out!” or
“Safe!”
. 4 “___ all be over soon”
. 5 Mortise complement
. 6 Took a bit of a rest, in
a way
. 7 Fruit drink in grocery
stores
. 8 Build a ﬁre under
. 9 “Battle ___ of the
Republic”
10 Explorer Sebastian
. 11 Egg-making organ
.12 Not out of town
.13 Place to have a spat
18 “I ___ you one”
19 Abbr. on ambulances
23 Narrow strip of
land jutting into the
ocean
24 Breathing tube
26 Narcotic Polynesian
drink
27 Like much tea
28 Beaver Cleaver’s
father
29 Charming country
scene (var.)

.31
33
34
36
37
38
39
40
42
46
48
49
50
.51
52
54
55
57
59
60
61
62
64
65

Mama’s mate, often
Farm female
“Driving ___ Daisy”
Headed up
Snooty one
Not even close to
land
Kind of analysis
Poker pay-in
Burlap source
English dessert
“What she said”
Wedding helper
Pigtail
Major division of a
long poem
All guys
“... for what ___
worth”
Go down with the
ship and stay down
Come into view
threateningly
Taj Mahal place
I of “I am here,” e.g.
Didi of “Grease”
Irritable and touchy
Ambition
Fish delicacy
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For this generation, is it worth having kids?
No shame in wanting kids Making a wise decision is not selfish
My parents did everything they could
for my brother and I to grow up happy
and healthy. I could only hope to be
Satvir Saini
able to do the same for my children.
Staff Writer
I have watched my cousins’ kids grow
up and I was at the hospital for each of
their births.
Seeing the first crawl, hugs, words
rowing up with a big family and steps is an amazing thing.
has definitely shaped the way I
When my nephews and niece learned
feel about having kids. Were I how to call me auntie, it brought tears
financially stable, I would love to have to my eyes and I can only imagine what
at least four.
the word mom will feel like.
There are many scary things in
The reward of raising a child means
the world that we live in like drugs, the world to me. There are people who
diseases and hard economic times. So can’t have children — which I feel is
why would we, as millennials, want to unfortunate — but can chose adoption
bring children into this world that has as an option. For those who don’t want
so many negative aspects to it?
children, that is their personal choice.
Prior to the 1970s, many people
Having children is beneficial because
saw a woman’s only pur pose as for once in our lives — since millennials
being the child bearer and doing are pretty selfish — we become unselfish.
household chores.
Your child will mean everything to you and
In the society we
you will do anything
live in now, women
and everything for
are very successful
you r ch i ld r en.
Having children is
in their lines of
I learn something
beneficial because for new about myself
work.
However,
that does not mean
or the world almost
once in our lives —
they cannot still
every day. When
since millennials are I have children, I
have children.
I grew up with
know they will teach
pretty selfish — we
a younger brother
me a lot more about
become unselfish.
and six cousins
myself as a mother
on my dad’s side
than I could have
whom I also consider to be my siblings. ever experienced.
As cliched as it seems, I can’t imagine
I can just imagine those Saturday
what life would be like had I not grown mornings, cuddled in bed with my kids
up with them. I love having a big family or eating cereal and watching Saturday
that has been steadily growing over the morning cartoons and prepping for
past couple of years.
fun-filled days.
Some millennials do feel that they
Though parenthood is a rough road
don’t need to have kids to be happy and requires a lot of discipline, there
or that they can barely take care of are still so many rewards.
ourselves. The reward that comes from
having kids is amazing.
I can imagine that being able to carry
Follow Satvir on Twitter
a child and carry to childbirth is a
@satvirsaini_
difficult but beautiful process.
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The continuing population growth
is making it harder to reduce water
consumption, according to Limits to
Payje Redmond
Growth, a website that explains the effects
Staff Writer
of immigration on culture.
If we had less kids maybe we would be
better off economically, and the work force
would be less competitive.
’m a 22-year-old full-time college student
As part of the millennial generation, I have
working two jobs. The thought of having contributed to the statistic of waiting to have
children is the last thing on my mind.
children, if I decide to at all.
I come from a relatively small immediate
Admittedly, after spending time with
family but have a plethora of relatives and newborns, my ovaries ache for impregnation
cousins.The diverse experience has exposed but then I remember, mind over matter.
me to both small and large families, so I’m
“When people are able to delay having
not biased when it comes to having kids.
children and have fewer of them, they tend
According to Pew Research Center, to be more financially secure and better able
“Millennial women are waiting longer to to help their children succeed,” according
become parents than prior generations did.”
Business Insider.
More women are seeking college
Contraceptives have given women more
degrees, shifting away from marriage opportunity to be a positive influence in
and transitioning to the work force.
the world.
I want to have a career where I can make
We single woman may not decide to have
enough money to support myself and buy a kids, but maybe we will adopt, nanny or
house. If I want to live in California, those volunteer teaching children abroad.
two goals alone will take up the majority
Either way, there are ways to have children
of my income,
in your life without
leaving very little
actually giving birth
room to raise a child
Choosing not to have to them.
and give he or she a
to
According
children does not make Business
happy, fulfilling life.
Insider,
Being a good parent
me selfish, it makes me “Contraceptives and
requires access to
family
planning
wise.
resources and time.
helped boost college
According
to
completion rates, labor
the LA Times, “Social scientists say low- force participation, wages and family income
income parents have less money to spend for the children of parents who had access.”
on music class or preschool and less flexible
I want to exercise my freedom as a woman
schedules to take children to museums or to educate myself, travel abroad and study
attend school events.”
to my heart’s content. Having a child would
The concept of having children also does hinder these goals.
not play well in the issue of overpopulation in
Choosing not to have children does not
many countries.
make me selfish, it makes me wise.
According to the state Department of
I simply choose the path of being a career
Finance, “California’s population, already woman and nothing is wrong with that.
larger than all other Western states combined,
is expected to grow 14 percent during that
Follow Payje on Twitter
same period, reaching an estimated 44
@Theyasked
million people by 2030.”
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Facebook needs to draw a borderline for Live feature
Satvir Saini
Staff Writer

F

acebook Live is a feature on the
social media website that allows
users to share moments as they
occur. More recently, a man in Cleveland
drove up to a sidewalk and shot Robert
Godwin, Sr., an elderly man he did not
know, in cold blood and posted it all on
Facebook Live.
Social media is being used for many
different reasons like getting in touch
with long distant friends or family and
keeping up with local friends and family.
Unfortunately, sometimes social media
is used to stalk an ex or current significant
other. More specifically, a feature on
Facebook called Facebook Live is
sometimes used to stream violence.
There have been multiple cases of people
hurting, torturing, assaulting and even
murdering someone on Facebook Live.
Social media outlets including
Facebook need to draw a line on how
features like Live are used. How many
instances will it take for Facebook to
realize that it is not all fun and games?
On Jan. 5, four suspects kidnapped and
tortured a white male. The assailants
confessed that they wanted to hurt him
because he was white and because the
inauguration of President Donald Trump
was approaching.
Two teenage boys sexually assaulted a
teenage girl using Facebook Live to air
it for their friends on April 4.
Recent events of Godwin being
shot have since been taken down but
Facebook doesn’t get a free pass.
These videos need some kind of
content censor before it is published or
even streamed. Facebook is working
on a way to flag content that is not
appropriate. However, even if it is in the
works, how many tortures, murders and

Facebook Live Occurences
Jan 2016: Facebook
Live is released

Aug 2016: Man in
Alabama set tortoise
on fire

Jul 2016: Shanavia
Miller beat her 16
year old
daughter on her
daughter’s
Facebook

Jan 2017: Two young men
and two young women
tortured a young man with
disabilities on Facebook
Live - Chicago

Dec 2016: Katelyn
Nicole Davis, 12,
committed suicide
Cedartown, GA

Apr 2017: Steve Stephens
killed Cleveland man on
Live

Jan 2017: Nakia
Venant, 14, committed
suicide
Miami, FL

Mar 2017: Teen boys
raped 15-year-old girl
on Facebook LiveChicago

INFOGRAPHIC BY SATVIR SAINI
rapes are going to be shown before it is
all put to an end?
The bigger issue also entails the
viewers. If someone saw the Facebook
Live video, why was it not reported or
flagged for content sooner? Instead it
was shared and retweeted before it was
taken down.
That is definitely not the kindness
that humanity can offer. Some measure
needs to be taken into effect as soon as
possible because situations like these
will not end.
In an interview with Facebook about
these series, the issue was brought up
that no one is acting quickly enough.
“As a result of this terrible series of
events,” said vice president of operations
Justin Osofsky. “We are reviewing our
reporting flows to be sure people can
report videos and other material that

violates our standards as easily and
quickly as possible.”
It may not be all Facebook’s fault, but
knowing that Facebook Live is being
used to show criminal acts, the social
media site needs to be more aware of
live postings.
Facebook’s F8, an annual event for
developers, is being held in San Jose
this week and Facebook’s CEO Mark
Zuckerberg made a comment about the
Cleveland shooting.
“We have a lot of work, and we
will keep doing all we can to prevent
tragedies like this from happening,”
Zuckerberg said on stage at F8.
“Our hearts go out to the family
and friends of Robert Godwin Sr.,”
Zuckerberg added.
According to Pew Research Center,
88 percent of United States residents

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL MEDIA
@spartandaily

use the internet, 69 percent use social
media and 77 percent have smartphones,
which have access to the Live feature. If
anyone wants to commit a crime from
something small like a store theft to
something bigger like a terrorist attack,
they have Facebook Live to share the
event with a larger audience.
Facebook sends me alerts when any of
my friends “go live.” I think is a great
feature because if I was the first to
witness a crime, I could report it. That
is just one step of getting the word out to
sensor what is being shown.
Hopefully Facebook will figure
out a way to solve this issue quickly
before it’s live feature shows another
horrific incident.
Follow Satvir on Twitter
@satvirsaii_
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Family keeps SJSU volleyball player motivated
BY PAYJE REDMOND
Staff Writer
Growing up in a house with four
females and one male did not stop San
Jose State beach volleyball player Breann
Robinson and her two older sisters from
becoming athletes.
Robinson, a communication studies
junior, has been playing volleyball since
she was nine years old. Her athletic career
began with a tryout for a club team in
Tuolumne County.
She is now playing in her third year on
the SJSU volleyball team.
Robinson and her two sisters, Nicole
Robinson, the oldest sibling, and
Courtney Robinson, the middle child,
grew up playing soccer, softball and
volleyball together.
They had 15 chickens, five goats, three
horses and three dogs.
Robinson and her sisters grew up
outdoors as they had 24 acres of land that
included a barn, pad and house. Little time
was spent on social media and television.
The sisters were close, but Robinson and
Nicole would often gang up on Courtney.
“We put a dead bird on Courtney’s head
once,” Nicole Robinson said.

“

When times get
tough, I think about
him and making him
proud.
Breann Robinson
Volleyball/beach volleyball player

The two were upset that Courtney wanted
to read instead of play catch with them so
they got a dead bird from the freezer their
dad had shot hunting.
Robinson often rode all-terrain vehicles,
or ATVs, with her sisters. Courtney would
sit in a wagon tied to the back of it.
Nicole Robinson said Robinson was

PHOTO COURTESY OF ALEX LUNA

always fearless and gave 100 percent in
everything she did.
“I insisted I drive and Breann would ride
behind me,” Nicole Robinson said.
Nicole Robinson mentioned Robinson’s
energy transferred over to sports. Although
they all played sports, Robinson was highly
into playing for teams that traveled.
Robinson continued playing volleyball
at Summerville High School and Rage
Volleyball Club but it was between softball
and volleyball for her.
Softball was a little slow for Robinson’s
liking, but her dad kept her motivated to
continue playing other sports.
“When times get tough, I think
about him and making him proud,”
Robinson said.
Robinson’s
father
John
Kelly
Robinson III is a general manager at
Ford Motor Company.
“I think he wanted a son,” Robinson said.
“But he always said I’ll get all the son’s I
need later.”
He was one of the assistant coaches for
her when she played softball.
“He loved coming to our games,”
Robinson said.
Robinson said SJSU head volleyball
coach Aaron Shepardson has instilled a
growth mindset that keeps her enjoying
the game.
All her childhood fun outside transfered
to her adult passion for the outdoors.
Last year, she took a couple of her
teammates to Yosemite National Park.
Her teammate Luiza Andrade has known
her for two years. They often travel together
to Santa Cruz and San Diego where they
play beach volleyball.
“Breann is a joyful and happy person,”
Andrade said. “She really shows when she
loves you.”
After playing beach volleyball, Robinson
finds herself torn between her love for the
ocean verses her love for mountains.
“I like the beach now more, but
mountains are my home,” Robinson said.
“The mountains have a special place in my
heart — they’re everything for me.”
Follow Payje on Twitter
@Theyasked
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Club Archery aims to find target audience at SJSU
BY CAROLINA IBARRA
Staff Writer
Armed with bows and arrows, members
of San Jose State University’s Club
Archery are committed to practicing an
uncommon sport.
“People say ‘I want to be like Katniss!’”
said sophomore Shimpei Koike. “Archery
exists in the periphery of people’s attention
and they know it abstractly from ‘The
Hungers Games.’”
Members noted they usually get mixed
reactions from people when they first hear
about their involvement with archery.
Koike mentioned that some have heard
about it as a regal practice from the
Olympics or as a weapon in action movies,
but others are surprised to know it’s a skill
that is still in practice.
“Our server came up and said ‘That’s
a sport?’” said sophomore club president
Christopher Plumeau. “We were coming
from a tournament so we had to explain
that we practice archery.”

“

I joined just to
practice and compete.
Now, I stay because
of the sense of
community.
Shimpei Koike
Sophomore Club Archery member

The club consists of members with
varying levels of expertise from novices
picking up gear for the first time to
committed players pursuing a family
tradition. The archery team invites
members of all athletic backgrounds to
try the sport out and take a chance on
something new.
“The table for my club was next to
theirs and no one was coming to mine,”

PHOTO COURTESY OF CHRISTOPHER PLUMEAU
Members of San Jose State University Club Archery take their aim in a competition at the University of California, Davis.

said sophomore Raymond Lenh. “I was
like ‘Woah, these guys have bows on
their tables. Why do they have bows on
their tables?’”
Lenh didn’t know much about archery but
he was easily intrigued. Now, he’s a highly
competitive and relatively accomplished
member of the club team.
While many players stick around for the
community atmosphere of tournaments,
Lenh is motivated by the competitive
archery environment.
For Koike, archery is a sport that requires
qualities that he admires like commitment
and focus. He enjoys the discipline it
demands and the friends that he’s gained
practicing the sport.
“For me, precision, repetition and

discipline [that] it requires to execute at
a high level,” Koike said. “What sets you
apart and makes you superior is how you
are able to execute your form and training.”
The team practices on a weekly basis
and participates in open competitions with
other university clubs from institutions
like Stanford, the University of California,
Berkeley, the University of California, Los
Angeles and Sonoma State.
They also compete with professional
archers and Olympic-grade shooters that
decide to participate in archery tournaments.
Despite the dangerous nature of the
equipment they use, club members are very
aware of the precautions that they must
take to ensure safety. They’ve avoided any
serious injuries so far but still advocate

cautious practice.
On the shooting range, they adopt
safety rules both when using the gear
and when working with other archers
nearby. Members note that accidents
aren’t very common. For instance, it’s
hard to unintentionally shoot an arrow
into someone’s foot because it takes a lot
of effort.
“I joined just to practice and compete,”
Koike said. “Now, I stay because of the
sense of community. It’s not just about
the sport, it’s about people. Archery is
rare and because of that, it’s a small,
tight-knit community.”
Follow Carolina on Twitter
@xoxoxcaro

